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LOGO STYLE GUIDE - MAY 2022 

The 4me logo is only to be used in the corporate dark blue or white on a solid colored background.

Spacing around the logo must be as per figure 1., where the x and y axis form a box the same size as the main body of the number 4. 

These dimensions must then be used to create the appropriate spacing around the logo as demonstrated.

Figure 1. 

Logo Usage
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The 4me logo with tagline should be used in the same way as the core logo.

Spacing around the logo must be as per figure 2., where the x and y axis form a box the same size as the main body of the number 4. 

The only key difference here is that the bottom spacing should start from the baseline of the green bar at the start of the tagline.

The sizing of the 4me logo can alter so that it either covers the full width of the tagline or the width of the first line of the tag.

It can also be moved to the left in circumstances where height is an issue. Both examples are shown in figure 3.

Figure 2. 

Figure 3. 

Logo Usage
With tagline



4me corporate blue

RGB: 6, 35, 65 Hex: #062341

4me bright blue

RGB: 0, 123, 199 Hex: #007BC7

4me bright green

RGB: 139, 192, 39 Hex: #8BC027

4me mid gray

RGB: 166, 173, 176 Hex: #a6adb0

Primary color

Accent colors

4me dark gray

RGB: 51, 51, 51 Hex: #333333

4me corporate blue is used for the logo and primary brand elements

4me accent colors are used to emphasise product and 

content across a mix of communications. 

Secondary colors
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Color Usage



Segoe UI Bold

Font Usage

LOGO STYLE GUIDE - MAY 2022 

Writing notes
The 4me writing standard is English (United States). 

Date formats are written as Mmm, DD, YYY (eg, May 25, 2022).

Headers are capitalized using APA headline capitalization rules. 

 

For use in main headings and document titles in 4me corporate blue. 

Segoe UI Semibold
For use in sub headings and paragraph titles

Segoe UI Semibold

For use in call out headings or to emphasise key written elements

in 4me bright blue.

Segoe UI Semibold Itallic

For use in highlighted quotes in 4me bright blue. 

Segoe UI

For use in body copy in standard or bold in 4me dark grey. 

Segoe UI Bold

Font styles can be applied to darker backgrounds with white only

Segoe UI Semibold

Segoe UI Semibold Itallic

Quotes can be shown in white

on 4me bright blue 

Segoe UI Semibold Itallic

or 4me bright green to give 

greater emphasis

 in 4me corporate blue.

For print

Font Usage
For web and office documents
The preferred web font as an alternative to Segoe is Open Sans.

The preferred office document font is Calibri. 


